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fl. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
LET A4 BE A compact C-manifold (possibly with boundary aM), and let I = [0, 11 be 
the closed unit interval. A pseudo-isotopy of M is a C”-diffeomorphism 
f:MxI+MxI 
such that f(M X 0 = id; the space of all such pseudo-isotopies (with the C” Whitney 
topology) is denoted P(M). This paper looks at the problem of computing the rational 
homotopy groups qP( M>@0 for i G dim M, under the assumption that M is simpiy- 
connected. These homotopy groups are very closely related to corresponding rational 
homotopy groups of the space of diffeomorphisms of M [ l-41. 
According to [ 1,3] there is a natural suspension map 
2: P(M)-+P(M x I) 
(essentially given by E:cf) = f x id,). Since C induces an isomorphism rJ’( M) + 
riP(M x I) for i Q dim Ml1 [ 11, we can construct the direct limit P(M) = lim P(M x I’) 
iT 
of the suspension maps and conclude that rip(M) = Tip(M) for i -G dim M. However, up 
to rational homotopy type there is a direct product decomposition[4] 
A(M) = B%‘(M) x h(M; s) 
where B?(M) is a canonical 2-fold deiooping of 9(M), h(M; s) is the infinite loop 
space associated to the generalized homology of M with coefficients in the sphere 
spectrum s, and the space A(M) is Waidhausen’s algebraic K-theory of M. For this 
reason computing riP(M)@Q for i 4 dim M is the same (mudoio ri+zh(M; s)@0 = 
Hi+z( M; 0)) as computing Ti+,A(M)@Q. 
These applications of the algebraic K-theory of topological spaces are our prin- 
cipal motivation for undertaking this study. However, until the recognized technical 
problems in the paper[3] linking the algebraic K-theory A(M) via the Whitehead 
space Wh(M) to pseudo-isotopy theory are cleared up, it is perhaps more appropriate 
to view this paper as bearing the alternate title, “Algebraic K-theory of Spaces and 
Invariant Theory-I”. 
Now let X be any simply-connected space, for instance, X = M. In this paper we 
start with a differential graded algebra @GA) K which is a model for the chains on 
the loop space RX of X, i.e. K is an augmented DGA over 0 such that the 
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augmentation induces an isomorphism K0 k of the degree zero part of K with 63 
and the homology of K, H*(K), is isomorphic to the graded ring H,(RX;Q). For 
example, if X is a simply-connected space and fix is the Moore loop space, then the 
subcomplex of the rational singular chain complex of 0X generated by all singular 
simphces with their vertices at the identity loop is a model K. Other more economical 
models for QX are constructed in [5,6]. 
Now recall the construction of a differential graded coalgebra (DGC) from a 
differential graded Lie algebra (DGL) given in [7, pp. 290-2921. Let L be a reduced 
(Lo = 0) DGL, and let ZL denote the suspension of the graded vector space underly- 
ing L. That is, (I:L),+, consists of elements Cx where x is an element of L 
homogeneous of degree 1. Let S(ZL) be the graded symmetric coalgebra of CL, 
S(CL) = @ A*(ZLi)@jzdS*(CL,)v 
i even 
where A*( ) and S*( ) denote the ordinary exterior coalgebra and symmetric coalge- 
bra respectively. Denote by [x,1.. . Ix,..,] the image of the element Cx,@ . . . @2xN of 
the tensor product ZLaN in S(ZL), so that the elements of S(2L) are linear 
combinations of these symbols subject to relations of graded commutativity. Thus, for 
a fixed n, the homogeneous elements of degree n are combinations of elements of 
this form from 
APl(x&J@ , . . ~APk(~Li~)~S4’(CLj~)0 . . . Osq’(~LiO* 
V(L) may then be defined to be S(ZL) with the differential d = d, + dZ where the 
differentials dl and dz arise from the differential of L and the Lie algebra structure of 
L,, respectively. 
For the computation of the rational homotopy groups of A(X), we will have to 
consider the DGC %(L) for L = M,(R) where K is the augmentation ideal of a model 
K for RX. The (n x n) matrices M,(R) are a DGL with the usual graded bracket 
[M N] = MN - (- l)~“~~N~IVA4 on homogeneous elements and with differential in- 
herited from the differential on K. GL,(Z) acts on M,,(R) by conjugation (see [8, pp. 
187-1891, and choosing a basis for K, breaks up the representation on (M,(R)), into a 
direct sum of copies of the adjoint representation ad, of GL,(Z). By naturality there 
is an action of GL,(Z) on %(M,(x)). These actions are compatible with the “upper” 
inclusions GL,(Z)+ CL.+,(Z), M,,(&+ M,+,(E) and the induced inclusion 
%(M,(R))-+ U(M,+,(f7)). 
Now let us consider the chain complex of representations of GL,(Z) 
. . . ~~i+((M,(g)).~ce,(M.(a)) ‘a.. * (1) 
For the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.2), we observe that the representation 
of GL.(Z) in each degree is completely reducible to a direct sum 
where %i( A4n(K))GLn(Z’ is the subspace on which GL,(Z) acts trivially and each A, is a 
finite-dimensional, nontrivial irreducible representation which is the restriction of a 
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finite-dimensional irreducible complex representation of GL,(R). Furthermore, the 
part of Schur’s lemma stating that for any group G there are no nonzero G-maps 
between nonisomorphic irreducible complex G-modules implies first that the 
homology group H;(%(M,(R))) decomposes in the same manner, and second, that the 
invariant chains 
. . . :%;+,(M”(K))G”Jz’ &?;(A4”(E))GL.‘z) :. . . (3) 
form a subcomplex of (1) which may be used to compute the invariant homogogy 
Hi(%T(M”(B)))GLn’Z’. 
By naturality and compatibility the complexes (1) and (3) for M,(z) map 
to those for M,,+,(K). It will be made clear in Lemma 2.2 that the map of 
invariant chains is an isomorphism in degrees i I n - 1. If we put GUZ) = 
limGL,(Z) and M(E) = limM,(@, we have a DGC %(M(R)) with an action of 
G,%(Z). Piecing together the complexes (3) for various n and using the isomorphisms 
%#&,R,>GLJZ) , + %.(A4n+,(~))GL~+~‘Z’ for i 1 n - 1, we obtain a single chain complex 
hm%(it4,(R))GLn’Z’ which is just %‘(M(J?)) GL(Z’ Let us summarize: . 
n 
PROPOSITION 1. I. The natural chain map 
is an isomorphism in degrees less than n. Thus, 
Hj( %(M,(E)))GLn’Z’+ Hi(Ce(M(R)))GL(Z) 
is an isomorphism for i c n - 1. 
Hi(U(M(K)))GL’Z’= hmHi(%(M,(K)))GLn’Z’ will be called the i-th invariant 
homology of the DGL’M(I?). It turns out that if K is a DGA model for fix, 
H,(%(M(R)))GL(z) only depends on X. Denote Hq(%(M(R)))GL(Z) by Inv,(X) if K is a 
DGA model for fix. We may also consider the cochain complex of invariant 
functions inv*%(M(@) on %?(M(R)), which may be identified with 
Hom(%‘(M(x))GL’Z’ A). Denote the invariant cohomology Hq(%‘(M(lf)))GL’Z’ by 
Invq(X) if K is a DGA model for RX. It follows from the discussion above that 
Invq(X) = lim Hq(Inv%(A4,(R))). 
Here is ;he main theorem of the paper. 
THEOREM I .2. There are isomorphisms 
%(A(X); Q) = 2 H,(GL(Z); Q)@Inv,(X) 
p+q=m 
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H”(A(X); 0) = c EP’(GL(Z); O)@Invq(X). 
p+q=m 
Let us outline the proof of this theorem. 
Suppose that X is a simplicial set with one zero simplex and no nondegenerate one 
simplices. (Any one-connected topological space is weakly equivalent to the realiza- 
tion of such an X.) Let 0G(X) be the simplicial rational group ring of the Kan loop 
group G(X), and let 
(Y: 0G(X)+Q (4) 
be the augmentation homomorphism from 0G(X) to the constant simplicial ring 0. 
There is an induced homomorphism of simplicial rings of n x n matrices 
M(~): MWW))+ K(Q), (5) 
and, in line with [4], we define &,(0G(X)) to be the pullback of M,(a) over the 
natural inclusion GL,(Z) + M,(0). 
&t(QGW)) --,M(QGW)) 
I M”(4) 
GJAZ) + K(Q). 
Matrix multiplication induces a simpliciaf monoid strucere on the direct limit 
%.(QG(X)) of the upper inclusion maps GL,(QG(X))+GL,+,((SG(X)). The plus 
construction B^GL(OG(X))’ with respect to the perfect commutator subgroup of 
r,S&(0G(X)) = GL(Z) is a space which is denoted A(X). This is rationally 
equivalent to the A(X) of [4] (see [23]). (Note that in [4, p. 421 A(X) is described as 
B&Q[G(X)])‘, where Q[G(X) = fPS’(G(X) U *), so that the homotopy groups of 
Q[G(X)] are the unreduced stable homotopy groups of G(X).) For us A(X) = 
BG^L(Q[G(X)])‘, where a[ * ] is essentially the rational group ring functor, so that the 
higher homotopy groups of 0[G(X)] are the unreduced rational homology groups of 
G(X). The fact that these two definitions agree rationally follows ultimately from the 
fact that stable homotopy and rational homology are rationally the sye. 
Write R =OG(X), and let &z(R) be the kernel of the map GL,(R)-+GL,(Z) 
provided in the definition of c,(R) above. Let &O(R) = lim&,“(R). The exact 
n 
sequence of simplicial monoids 
1 + &O(R) + k(R) -+ GL(Z) + 1 
induces a fibration sequence 
B^cLO(R) + BiL(R) + BGL(Z) 
to which there corresponds a Serre spectral sequence 




Our main lemma (Lemma 3.1) identifies H;(B&,O(R); 0) and &(%‘(M,(@) as 
isomorphic GL,(Z) modules when K is a model for fiX via an application of Quillen’s 
rational homotopy theoryf41. In order to prove this fact, we shall complete the 
simplicial ring R with respect to the augmentation ideal a of the obvious simplicial 
augmentation map R -0. For details, see 03. The discussion above of the complete 
reducibility of the GL,(Z) on H*(%(M,(z))), together with the additional fact that 
homology of GL,(Z) with coefficients in the modules A,, vanishes in a range tending 
to infinity with n [2,9], implies that the EZ term of the spectral sequence (8) of the 
limit fibration (n + m) is a tensor product 
H,(GL(Z); 0)@Inv,(X). 
By comparison of this spectral sequence with a related spectral sequence which 
collapses, we are able to conclude it collapses, completing the proof of the theorem. 
Now, since A(X) is an infinite loop space, H,(A(X);Q) is an abelian Hopf 
algebra, and r,A(X)@Q is isomorphic to the space of primitive elements of 
H,(A(X); Q)[lO, p. 2631. On the other hand, such a Hopf algebra is a tensor product 
of the Hopf algebras generated by a basis for the primitives, and each one of these is 
an exterior algebra or a polynomial algebra on one generator depending on the degree 
of the basic primitive elements([lO, 571). Therefore, from a factorization of the 
Poincare series of H&A(X); Q) into products of terms of the form (1 + t*‘+‘) or 
(1 - t*‘)-‘, one can read off the dimensions of the rational homotopy groups in degree 
n by counting the number of factors (1 k fn)=l. We point out that it follows from our 
argument that Inv,(X) becomes a Hopf algebra and H,(A(X);O) is isomorphic to 
H,(GL(Z); O)@Inv,(X) as Hopf algebras. There are dual statements about Inv*(X), 
H*(A(X); 0), and H*(GL(Z); 0)@Inv*(X). Theoretically we can compute 
riA(X)@Q if a model K for flX is explicitly given, and we can choose economical 
models for practical purposes. We shall come back to this point by taking advantage 
of some good models in a future paper. 
Tools for computing Inv,(X) are the spectral sequences arising from the following 
considerations. (e(M(@> has a natural bigrading, and the decomposition of the 
differential d = d, + dz permits the interpretation of %(A!(@) as bicomplex with 
vertical differential d, arising from the differential on R and horizontal differential d2 
derived from the Lie product. This bicomplex structure is inherited by %‘(A4(~))GL(z) 
and gives rise to a pair of spectral sequences. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let K be a DGA model for fix. 
(a) There are two spectral sequences (,,E’ and (*,E’ convergent to graded vector 
spaces associated to Inv,(X). The E* terms are respectively 
and 
(b) (,,EE,, may be identified with HP(%‘(M(H(@))GL(Z). 
(c) If X is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces or a suspension, then (i,Ei,q = 
<i,EF., for i = 1, 2. 
There are dual results for Inv*(X). 
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Proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 will be given in 03. See 42 for some 
examples and further discussion of both spectral sequences. 
Burghelea has claimed results similar to ours]1 11. He also published a calculation 
in a separate paper[8]. This is our Example 2.3. We would like to thank J. C. Moore 
for useful discussions. 
$2. INVARIANT THEORY AND SIMPLE EXAMPLES 
Let us first recall some results in classical invariant theory and develop the 
extension required for this paper. Let k be a field of characteristic 0, and let ad, 
denote the adjoint representation of GL,(k) on M,(k), the n x n matrices with entries 
in &. Two questions with which invariant theory is concerned are “What are the 
GL,(k)-invariant, k-valued polynomial functions of some number of (n x n)- 
matrices?” and “Given a set of generators for this algebra, what are all the relations 
among them?” Procesi[l2, p. 3131 answers the first question by proving a first 
fundamental theorem: Any polynomial invariant of m matrices M,, . . . , itI,,, is a 
polynomial in the invariants Tr M,, . . . M,,,,, M,,,, . . . Mm, running over all possible 
noncommutative monomials. By the processes of polarization and restitution[l3, pp. 
5, 61, the answer to the first question follows from the answer to the question, “What 
are the multilinear invariants of N matrices in M,,(k)?” Procesi shows that this 
question may be answered by interpreting the following classical result[l3, p. 1301: 
Let V denote the standard n-dimensional representation of GL,(k), and let G,!+(k) 
act diagonally on the tensor power V ON Then the space of endomorphisms of VaN . 
commuting with the action of G&(k) is precisely the span of the endomorphisms of 
VBN given by permuting the factors. The invariant theory interpretation of this result 
is as follows. Let u E SN, the permutation group on N letters, be written as a product 
of disjoint cycles, including cycles of length one: 
u = (i, . . . i,) . . . (j, . . . js). 
Define CL,: adFN -+ k by 
p,(MI@. . . @MN) = Tr(Mi, . . . Mi,) . . . Tr(Mf, . . . Mi,). 
Then {cL,](T E SN) spans the space of invariant multilinear functions of N matrices. 
We shall use this fact to extend Procesi’s result to our situation. 
To answer the second question Procesi first determines all the multilinear trace 
identities in terms of Young diagramsE12, p. 3181. In particular, there is a fundamental 
multilinear trace identity F(M, , . . . , M,,,) = 0 for (n x n)-matrices, which is related to 
the fact that A”+’ V = 0. For example, if n = 2, we have 
TrM, Mz M3 + TrM, M3 Mz - TrM, M2 TrM3 
- TrM, M, TrM, - TrM, M, TrMz + TrM, TrM? TrM, = 0 
for any three (‘2 x2)-matrices. Thinking of the polynomial invariants of m (n x n)- 
matrices as a quotient of the polynomial algebra on symbols TrM,, . . . M,,,, where 
cyclic permutations of the factors of M,,,, . . . M,,,, are not distinguished, the second 
fundamental theorem identifies the ideal of relations as the ideal generated by all 
RX,, . . . , Xn+,) where XI,. . . ,X,+, run over all possible monomials. From all of this 
we need to observe our second basic fact that because the fundamental multilinear 
trace identity involves (n + 1) matrices, {P,](.T E SN} is linearly independent when 
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N < n. Therefore, the natural inclusions M,,(k)+ M,+,(k) and GL,(I<)-* GL.,+,(P) 
induces an isomorphism of the invariant linear functions on C (a~&+,)@~ to those 
OsN<n 
on C (ad,)aN. We also remark that a glance at Weyl[l3, p. 701 shows that in fact 
OrN<n 
the GL&) invariant linear functions are the same as the X.,(k) invariant ones on 
these representation spaces. 
For the extension let (p) = (p,, . . . , pk) and (4) = (q,, . . . , q,) be a k-tuple and an 
I-tuple of natural numbers with N = Cp; +Zqj, and let Acp)@Sq’(ad,) denote the 
representation APl(ad,)@ . . . @APk(adn) @Sql(ad,)@ . . . @S”‘(ad,), a tensor product 
of exterior and symmetric powers. We will describe the linear invariant functions on 
A@‘@Sq’(ad,) in terms of those on (ad, j@“. 
There is a canonical equivariant projection (~d,,)@~ + A(p’@S(q)(ad,) and an 
equivariant section which we now describe. Consider the product of permutation 
groups S(,,.(,, = S,, X . . . X S,, X S,, X . . . x S,, and the obvious embedding 
Define E(p).(q): S(,,(,, +{ -+ 1) by the formula 
E(P).(tu (CT,, . . . , uk, 71,. . . , 7,) = sign ml . . . sign uk. 
The section is given by 
into SN. 
M, A . . . A M,,@. . . @MN-q,+,‘. . . ‘MN --, 
where &,,.(,,!l is the order of S,,,,,,. Following the projection by the section gives a 
projection Q;fp).(qJ of (ad,)ON to itself onto a subspace identifiable with Acp)@Sq’(ad,). 
Taking duals, we can make a similar statement identifying the space Inv(A’P’@S’q’ 
(ad,)) of invariant linear functions on A’p’@S’q’(ad,) with a subspace of Inv(adFN). 
This identification we will freely use below. The basic facts we will refer to are 
recorded in 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) There is a projection Q(P).(q): Inv(a@“) --* Inv(adFN) given by 
Q(PL(&r) = ,s(p;,(q),_EF),,,, ~(P).(q)(~) CLrro-’ 
whose image is identified with Inv(A’P’@S’q’(ad,)). Thus, Inv(A’P’@S’q’(ad,)) is 
generated by (Qtp~.(q~(~r)} subject to the relations 
C?(p)i(q)(w) = E (P).(q)(u)Q(P).(q)CL~~-l, for u E s(,,(,). 
(ii) The natural map Inv(AcP’OS’q’(ad,+,))~ Inv(AcP’@Sq’(ad,)) is an isomorphism 
forn>N=Cpi+Zqh 
(iii) These spaces of invariant functions are the same for both SL,(k) and GL,(k). 
Now we will describe the invariant linear functions on %(M,(R)> denoted by 
Inv*%‘(M,(R)). This will be mostly elaboration of notation. Choose k homogeneous 
elements of even degree (m)’ = (ml, . . . , mk)’ and 1 homogeneous elements of odd 
degree (m)’ = (mk+,, . . . , mk+,)’ in R. Then all eIements of %(M,(@) of the form 
[M,m,‘J.. . ~Mp,m,JMp,+lmz~. . . (Mn-q,+lmk+,l.. . iMNmk+ll 
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where Mi E M,(O) and Mim = mMi = Mi(“-*.,), span a linear subspace %‘~p,,m~~:~q~,ml~ of 
V(M,(R)). Clearly %‘(M,(R)) is the sum of all 5%’ (pj(m,~:(qHm,~ (direct sum if the homo- 
geneous elements form a 0 basis of B), and each Ce (pj(m,o:,qj(m,l is isomorphic to 
A’P’@S’q’(ad,) as a representation of GL,(Q). Therefore Inv*%(M,(K)) is a direct sum 
of Inv*(Ce(p),m~o;(qHm)I), and we have via Lemma 2.1 a description of this in terms of 
functions Q~p~~m~~;~qHm~~(~L,). 
Example 2.1. Let {ml,. . . , mp} be a basis for &. Then some of the invariant linear 
functions %‘(M,(K)),+, +Q are Qu)(miJ E (CL(~) ([M,mJ, . . . , [&m,l) = TM;. 
Example 2.2. Let x be a homogeneous element of odd degree r in R. Then the 
permutation (1)(23) induces two elements of Inv5”3%‘(M,(R)). 
Q~z~~~~~~;~I,~~~~~.(,~~~~~~[M,~I~~~I~~~~I~ [Ml-+W %Wx~l) = 0 
~~~.,xz.~,~~~,,~~,([M,~IM~~~M~x~I, Wf;xIWx21M;x21) 
= f( TrM, TrM, M3 + T&f, TrM, M3). 
Given this much of a description of Inv*%(M,(i?)), we can apply Lemma 2.1 to 
obtain a lemma used in the proofs of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. The natural maps 
and 
Inv’Ce(M,+,K)) -+ Inv’%( M,(E)) 
are isomorphisms for i < n. 
We conclude this section with some examples. It turns out that one can compute 
7r,(A(X))a fairly effectively for simply-connected spaces X which are rationally 
equivalent either to suspensions or to certain products of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. 
We also have a partial computation for X = CP2 and a conjecture that 
7r*(A(CY))@Q may be fairly simple. 
It is easy to see that if X+X’ is a map of simply-connected spaces which is 
k-connected mod torsion, then the induced map A(X)+ A(X’) is also k-connected 
mod torsion. This implies that for simply-connected X the rational type of the 
Postnikov stage PkA(X) depends only on the rational type of PkX. It is often the case 
with a simply-connected manifold M that PkM, for some small k, is rationally 
equivalent to a suitable product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces or to PLX for a 
suspension X; in this case the calculations below give information about the pseudo- 
isotopy space of M. 
Our calculations are made with the spectral sequences of Proposition 1.3. 
Effective use of these spectral sequences depends upon exploiting the flexibility of the 
algebraic situation to choose a particularly tractable DGA model K for fIX. In an 
appendix we show that the models of [5,6] may be used. In general these are DGA’s 
with a highly nontrivial differential and with an underlying algebra which is free. 
Nevertheless, in favorable cases we may work with DGA’s which have zero differen- 
tial, or are not free as algebras, or both. In the examples below we mention the DGA’s 
used and postpone further explanation of the computational process to a second 
appendix. 
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In each case below we actually give (part of) the Poincare series of Inv*(X). By 
Theorem 1.2 the reader may compute the corresponding Poincare series of A(X) by 
multiplying with the Poincare series of H.(GL(Z); O), which is n(l + t4k+‘). 
kzl 
Example 2.3. If X = K(Z, 21), we take K = E(x), the exterior algebra on one 
generator x in degree 21- 1 with differential zero. The computation is very easy and 
leads to 
P.S.(Inv*(X)) = p,(l - tZk’)-‘. 
> 
Example 2.4. X = K(Z, 2) x K(Z, 4); K = E(x,, x2), the exterior algebra on xl and 
x2 when jx,I = 1, lx21 = 3 and dx, = dx2 = 0. Even in this case the calculation is 
nontrivial. Through degree 10 
P.S.(Inv*(X)) = (1 - t*)-‘(1 - t”)-*(I + t’)(l - t”)-*(l + t’)(l - t8)-3(1 + t9)(l - t”)‘. 
(Recall that 
P.S.H.*(h(X; s); 0) = (1 - t*)-‘( 1 - t”)-*( 1 - P)-*( 1 - t8)-3( 1 - t’“)-3 
through degree 10.) 
In case X = fiK(Z, 21s), one may take K = E(x,, . . . , x,), the exterior algebra on 
s=l 
generators x, in degree 21s - 1 with dx, = 0. 
Example 2.5. X = K(Z, 2f+ 1); K = P[x], the polynomial algebra on x in degree 
21 with dx = 0. It follows from Theorem 8.6 of [22] that 
P.S.Inv*(X) = n( 1 + t*‘[‘+‘). 
krl 
Example 2.6. X = K(Z, 2n + 1) x K(Z, 2n + 3); K = P[x,, x2], the polynomial al- 
gebra on x1 and x2 in degrees 2n and 2n + 2, respectively. dx, = dx2 = 0. We have 
computed part of the PoincarC series of Inv*(X): 
(1 + f*“+‘)( 1+ f*“+3) * { 
(1 + f4”+‘)( 1+ f4”+3)( 1 + f*n+S) 
(1 - t4”+4) I 
(1 + f6”+‘)( 1+ f6n+3)( 1 + f6”+q( 1+ P+‘) . 
(1 _ f6n+4)( 1 - f6n+6) 
(1 + ,*“+I)( 1 + f*n+3) . . . (1 + f8n+9) . 
I (1 _ f*n+4)(] _ f*n+6)( 1- f*n+*) ’ 
When n > 4, this is the Poincart series of Inv*(X) in degrees less than IOn. 
In more generality, if X = fiK(Z. 21s + 1), one may take K = P[x,, . . . ,x,1, the 
S=I 
polynomial algebra on {x,, . . . , x,} with 1x,( = 21, and dx, = 0. 
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Example 2.7. If X = S2n, K = T[x], the free algebra on x. 1x1 = 2n - 1 and dx = 0. 
We have computed the PoincarC series of Inv*(X) up to degree 10n - 4: 
(1 _ tzn)-l(l _ t-2)-1(1 _ t-4)-1. 
In general, if X = C Y, the suspension of a connected complex, a free associative 
algebra with vanishing differential models RX. 
Example 2.8. Consider X = CP2. QCP’ has the DGA model T[x,, x2; dx, = 0, 
dxz = xl*], the free associative algebra on x, degree 1 and x2 in degree 3. The Poincart 
series of Inv*(X) through degree 8 is 
(1 - tp-‘( 1 - t4)-‘(l - P)_‘( 1 - ty , 
a calculation based on the second spectral sequence of Proposition 1.3. 
Conjecture: 
P.S.Inv*(CP”) = fi,( 1 - tZk)-‘j[J( 1 - tZ’n+2)-‘( 1 - t21n+4)-‘. 
> 
Observe the difference between this conjectural formula and the formula of Example 
2.3 when I = 1. 
We also conjecture that the second spectral sequence will be of more interest than 
the first, in general. If the model K for RX is constructed as in [6] and used in the 
second spectral sequence for Inv*(X), we conjecture that E2 = E,. If this is true, then 
Inv*(X) can be determined efficiently from K. 
53. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. 
Suppose that X is a simplicial set with one zero simplex and no nondegenerate one 
simplex. (Any one-connected topological space is weakly equivalent to the realization 
of such an X.) Recall that we have the augmentation homomorphism 
a: R = 0G(X)+0 
from the simplicial rational group ring of the Kan loop group G(X) to the constant 
simplicial ring 0. To prove Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show that the spectral sequence 
(8) of 91 can be identified as 
and it collapses. 
E;., = H,(GL(Z); Hq(Bc^Lo)(R); Q)) 
= H,(GL(Z); 0)@Inv,(X) (9) 
We first observe that Inv,(X) is independent of the choice of the DGA model K 
for RX. For this purpose, let us consider the category D of differential graded algebras 
(MA’s) I( over 0 such that the augmentation induces an isomorphism K. k of the 
degree 0 part of K with 0. Call a morphism K +K’ an h-isomorphism if it induces 
isomorphisms 
Hi(K) ’ Hi(K’), i 2 0. (10) 
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Two DGA’s are said to be h-equivalent if they are related by the equivalence relation 
generated by h-isomorphisms. It is not difficult to see that if K and K’ are h- 
equivalent DGA’s, then Inv,(K) and Inv,(K’) are isomorphic. A DGA model K for 
RX is an object in D h-equivalent to the normalized group ring NOG(X) = NR [ 14, p. 
681. These remarks imply that Inv,(X) is independent of the choice of the model K, 
and we may assume that K = NQG(X) in order to prove the theorem. 
The first step in working with the spectral sequence is to study the local coefficient 
system in the E2-term. Let If be the augmentation ideal of K. Form the DGL M,(R) 
of n x n matrices, and note that GL,(Z) acts on M,(R) by conjugation. By func- 
toriality this carries over to an action of GL,(Z) on 4$(&f,(@) and on H,(%(M,(K))). 
LEMMA 3.1. H*(B&.,O)(R);O) is isomorphic to H,(%‘(M,(R))) in a way that 
respects the natural GL,(Z) actions. 
The proof of this lemma appears at the end of this section. 
Before stating Lemma 3.2, recall that in 31 and 92 we described %(M,(@) and its 
decomposition as a representation of GIL,(Z). In particular, there is a subcomplex of 
trivial representations %(M,(R))GLJZ), and there are stabilizations %(M,(E))GLJZ’+ 
%(M,+,(K))GLn+@) induced by %‘(M,(lf))+ V(M,,+,(R)). These stabilizations of the 
subcomplexes are isomorphisms in degrees less than n (Lemma 2.2). Therefore, we 
may piece the complexes ‘%(Af,(I?)) GL~(z) together into a complex identifiable with 
%(A4(IZ))GL(Z), the subcomplex of V(M(@) = lim%(M,(a)) consisting of all trivial 
n 
representations of GL(Z) in %(M(I?)). 
LEMMA 3.2. Hi( %‘(M(R)) GL(Z)) = limHj(R&“(R);Q)GLJz’ = Hi(B&O(R); Q)GL’Z’. 
n 
Proof. Write ?? for %(M(K)) and %(n) for V(M,(@). It follows from Lemma 
3.1 that % is the chain complex for computing H&?c^L”(R); 0) together with the 
GL(Z) action. Since the isomorphism of Lemma 3.1 sends Hi(%‘(n))GLJZ’ to 
H;(B&‘(R); CQGLJZ) 
we have 
and H;(‘%(~z))~~~‘~’ may be computed from %?(n)GLncz’ for i < n, 
Hi(BGLO(R); Q)OUz’ =Hi( %‘)GLCz’ 
& Hi( Y( n))GL.‘Z’ 
for i =C n. This proves the lemma. 
Now we return to the spectral sequence of the fibration (7). 
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LEMMA 3.3. The homology Serre spectral sequence of the fibration (1) has the 
E2-term given by 
. Ei,, = H,(GL(Z); O)@Inv,(X). 
Proof. Since homology commutes with direct limits, we have 
Ei,, = limH,(GL,(Z); H,(&?L,O(R); a)) 
R 
= limH,(GL,(Z); &t%(n))) 
” 
by Lemma 3.1. But by the vanishing theorem of [2] we have that for p + q e n 
H,(GL,(Z); K@(n))) = WGUZ); &(q(n)GLJZ))) 
=H,(GL,(Z); Q)@Hq(%(n)GLJZ’) 
=&,(GL(Z); O)@Inv,(X) 
by definition of Inv,(X). 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed with the observation that the spectral 
sequence of Lemma 3.3 collapses: E2 = E”. This is seen as follows. Consider the 
commutative diagram of fibrations 
B&‘(R) + B&(R)&BGL(Z) 
PI 
F + BGL( R)+G BGL(Z)+ 
P? 
(12) 
where sI is the obvious cross-section induced by I-+ G(X), the maps p2 and s2 are 
derived from pI and sl, respectively, and F is the homotopy fibre of the map pz. (For 
instance, the section s2 can be gotten as follows. Consider first 
BGL(R)gBGL(Z). 
PI 
The attachement of cells to BGL(Z) to form BGL(Z)’ we carry up to BGL(R) by sI. 
This procedure gives us 
BGL(R)+&BGL(Z)’ 
P2 
where s2 is a section of ~2.) The projection p2: A(X) + BGL(Z)+ is a map of infinite 
loop spaces, and the fiber F is also an infinite space. Using the cross section 
s2:BGL(Z)+ + A(X), we can define a homotopy equivalence 
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F x BGL(Z)+ + A(X) sending (f, x) to f. sz(x), where . denotes the multiplication on 




F -+ F x BGL(Z)+ %GL(;Z)+ (12’) 
where prZ denotes the projection onto the second factor of F x BGL(Z)+. The spectral 
sequence of the first row maps to the trivial spectral sequence of the second row, 
which has Ez, = E;,q = H,,(GL(Z))@H,(F;Q). Since b and hence b’ are homology 
equivalences, it follows from the comparison theorem for spectral sequences [151 that 
the two spectral sequences are isomorphic and Inv,(X) -+H,(F; Q). Thus the spectral 
sequences of the first row collapses because the one of the second row does. So we 
obtain our theorem: 
H,+,(A(X); Q) = ~H,(BGL(Z); Q)@Inv,(X). 
P+4 
(13) 
We now make a comment on the computation of Inv,(X). The proof of the 
theorem has used the particular DGA K = NQG(X). However, in computing Inv,(X) 
we may replace K by any DGA h-equivalent to K. In an appendix we construct 
h-equivalences of K to certain other DGA’s, in particular, to C,(R[XJ: (4). Then by 
[5,6]C*(fl2(XJ; Q) is h-equivalent to a free associative algebra with differential. 
Before proceeding to the proof of 3.1 we remark on the prooi of Proposition 1.3. 
As noted previously, the existence of the spectral sequences is established by 
standard considerations of bicomplexes. Then 1.3(b) is essentially obvious. For part 
(c), note that if X is a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, then we may choose a 
DGA model K for fix which is a graded-commutative algebra. Since H,(K) = 
H*(RX; Q) is a free graded-commutative algebra, there is a map of DGA’s 
1: H*(K)-*K 
lifting homology classes to representative cycles. (H,(K) is viewed as a DGA with 
vanishing differential.) This map induces DGL maps 
and 
M(~*WWM(~) 
M@*(K)) + M(K) 
which give isomorphisms on passing to homology. Of course, the CL(Z) actions are 
respected. Therefore, there is a map 
which induces a map of the respective spectral sequences, and it is an isomorphism 
on the E’-terms. The first spectral sequence collapses, however, because one of the 
differentials of the bicomplex is zero. 
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As to the second half of (c), recall that H*(RZ Y: Q) is a free associative algebra 
by the Bott-Samelson Theorem[l6]. The argument proceeds similarly, for lifting 
generators of H*(EZ Y; Cl) to representative cycles in any algebra K modeling RC Y 
gives an equivalence of DGA’s which we use exactly as before. 
Proceeding now to the proof of 3.1, let ‘!I = Ker(a: QG(X) -Q) be the aug- 
mentation ideal, and write k for the completion of R = QG(X) with respect to powers 
of ‘21. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. (1) The homomorphism p: R + RIYlk is k - 1 connected. (2) The 
homomorphism i: R+fi is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
(2) follows immediately from (1) by letting k tend to infinity and using an argument 
as in the Proof of 3.4 of [7]. Before we prove (I) we recall a result due to Curtis. Let 
F be the dimension-wise free group functor from the category of pointed simplicial sets to 
the category of simplicial groups. 
Lemma 3.5. [ 171 Let T be a functor from groups to abelian groups which commutes 
with direct limits and takes the trivial group to the trivial group. Suppose that for each 
l-reduced simplicial set K, T(FK) is q-connected. Then for each 2-reduced simplicial 
set X, T(G(X)) is q-connected. 
(A simplicial set Y is r-reduced if Yi consists of a single i-simplex for 0 5 i I r - 
1.) 
Proof of Proposition 3.4, part (1). Let (6FK)’ be the k-th power of the aug- 
mentation ideal of OFK. Recall that R = QGX for X 2-reduced. in view of Lemma 
3.5, it is enough to show that (WGFK)’ is (k - 1)-connected whenever K is a l-reduced 
simplicial set. 
Let F’ be the dimension-wise free monoid functor from the category of pointed 
simplicial sets to the category of simplicial monoids. Consider the map of fibration 
sequences induced by the natural inclusion i: F’K + FK: 
(6F’K)’ -+OF+K-+QF+K/(QF+K)~ 
1O I” ic 
(6FK)’ +Q;pFK -+QFK/6FK)k. (14) 
The formula 
1=x(1+(1--)+ . . . +(l-x)k-’ 
=(l-(l-x))(l+(l-x)+ . . . f(l-x)&-l) (15) 
shows each x E K is a unit in QF’K/(cF’K)&, so that there is a map d inverse to c. 
Therefore, the map c is an isomorphism. The homotopy map b,: r*QF+K + r,6FK 
can be identified with the homology map i *: H,(F’K; a) + H,(FK; 44). Since i is a 
weak equivalence[201, b is also a weak equivalence. By a long exact homotopy 
sequence argument and the Five Lemma, a is a weak equivalence. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that (6F’K)& is (k - I)-connected. 
However, an argument along the lines of [I41 shows that there is a direct sum 
decomposition 
QF’K = Q@~K@(~K@~K)@. . . 
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in terms of which (6F+K)A consists of all the summands with k or more tensor 
factors. (Here the symbol “@” is used for the dimension-wise tensor product of 
simplicial 0 modules, for which Dold uses “ X “1143.) Since n&K = I?,(K; 0) = 0, the 
necessary connectivity result follows directly from the Eilenberg-Zilber Theorem and 
the Kiinneth formula. 
Proof of 3.1. For m a natural number, consider the homomorphism R -+R/l?Im, 
where ?l” is the m-th power of the augmentation ideal % of R. R/B” is also 
augmented, with augmentation ideal ?l/?lm. Clearly we may construct a simplicial 
monoid c^L,O(R/\‘l”) and a simplicial Lie algebra A4,(%/Yl”). To M,(‘%/‘?l”) we may 
associate the DGC %‘(NM,,(‘!I/!?l”)). It follows from Proposition 3.4 that the quotient 
map R +R/?(” induces GL,(Z)-module isomorphisms 
and 
H;(B&?R); Q)+ H;(B&,O(Rl?lm); 44) 
if i < m. But &,“(R/!!lm) is a nilpotent simplicial group, and A4,(cU/‘?Im) is the Lie 
algebra associated to it by the-machinery of 17, pp. 257-2791. It foilows from [7, p. 
2101 and naturality that H,(BGL,O(R/‘%[“); 0) and Hi(%(NMn(%I/Ylm))) are isomorphic 
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APPENDIX 1 
In [6] Chen constructs a DGA equivalence between the rational singular chain 
complex of the Moore loop space flnM of A4 and a DGA K which is free associative 
as an algebra. These DGA’s seem to be particularly useful for computing Inv,(M) 
from the spectral sequence of Proposition 1.3. In this appendix we justify their 
utilization by sketching the construction of a chain of DGA equivalences linking the 
rational singular chains on RM to NOG(X), where X is the Eilenberg subcomplex of 
the singular complex Sing(M) consisting of simplices with their one-skeleton at the 
basepoint of M. 
From now on we will work in the category of compactly generated spaces. Let 
B( - ) denote the Milgram classifying space of a topological monoid[ 181 or any other 
reasonable classifying space functor. We assume it known that there is a natural weak 
homotopy equivalence M --, B(RM). 
Let Sing(RM) be the singular complex of RX; this is a simplicial monoid, so, by 
the argument of [19, ii, 04, Proposition 31, it is possible to find a free simplicial monoid 
F together with a weak equivalence F-, Sing(RM). It follows from [20] that the 
natural inclusion of F into its dimension-wise group completion F[F-‘1 is a weak 
equivalence. 
Let H denote F[F-‘I, let 1 * 1 denote the realization functor[21, p. 551, and let w be 
the simplicial classifying space functor[21, p. 871. Since B(]H() and ]wH] are both 
base spaces of principal IHI-fibrations with contractible total space, there is a weak 
homotopy equivalence 1 %-Il+ B(IHJ). 
There is thus a chian of weak equivalences 
I~~I~BJHJcBIFI-,BlsingnM(-,BRM (17) 
where the far right-hand one comes from the adjointness of 1 * I and sing( . ). Using this 
chain we can lift the weak equivalence A4 + BRM to a weak equivalence M + 1 @ff. 
It follows that there are weak equivalences[21, p.331 
X = ErsingM + E,singJ %++tiH (18) 
which induce weak equivalences of simplicial groups 
Gx + GE,sing] WH(+G~~H. (19) 
Adjointness [21, p. 1221 provides a weak equivalence of simplicial groups 
while the argument above gives weak equivalences 
H-F + singfIX. (21) 
The desired result is deduced by applying the normalized rational monoid ring functor 
NO( - ) to diagrams (19)-(21). 
APPENDIX II 
We have already mentioned that the basic tools for computing Inv,(X) are the 
spectral sequences of Proposition 1.3, and that a good choice of a LIGA K modeling 
RX promotes the spectral sequences from theoretical instruments to calculational 
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devices. In most of the examples our computations are limited by the present 
elementary level of our technique. We have a good description of the bigraded vector 
space Inv%‘(M,(R)) of invariant functions of %(M,(z)), and we simply calculate the 
vertical and horizontal differentials 6, and & from the rule 
W([XlI * . . I&I) = f(di[x,I - - * IxnI) 
where 




S(i) = (Ix,1 + 1) + . . . + ([Xi-l/ + 1) + l(lXjl = degxj), 
and 
dz[x,I * * - IXNI = Nzz,z( - lY’““[x~l * * * Iail - . * IXi+k-1I[Xi, Xi+kII * . . 1~~1 (24) 
with 
E(i, k) = (Ix,1 + 1). . . (lXi+k-I( + 1) + (l&l + l){(lXi+l’l+ I) + * . . + (IXi+k-II + I))’ 
Then we try to work out the spectral sequences. 
In spite of the primitivity of this technique, we can see hope for eventually 
obtaining a closed formula for the Poincare series of Inv,(X) in many more cases. 
This is why we have called attention to the models of [5,6] for loop spaces. We 
conjecture that the second spectral sequence constructed from such input data 
collapses: E2 = E,. We suspect that from this the Poincare series could be obtained 
with a moderate effort. 
Before presenting two illustrative examples of computations of & we recall 
notation from 92. Write (m)’ = (m,, . . . , mn)’ for a sequence of homogeneous elements 
of even degree, and (m)’ = (rrrL+,, . . . , mk+,)’ for a sequence of homogeneous elements 
of odd degree. We denoted %&,,,~o;~~),~) I the subrepresentation of %(M,,(B)) isomorphic 
to 
A~‘(Ud,)@ . . . @Ayad,)@Sq~(ad”)@~ . . OS4’(d) 
and an element of it by 
where N = Cpi + xqj and each M,,, is a rational matrix. 
The first example (see Example 2.4) is for K = E(xl, x2), the exterior algebra on xl 
in degree 1 and x2 in degree 3 with dx, = dxz = 0, and the second (see Example 2.5) is 
. K = P[x], the polynomial algebra on x in 2n with dx = 0. The first example illustrates 
the resolution of the primary problem in the description of &, and the second 
illustrates a resolution of the secondary problem: bookkeeping. 
UaqL ‘Z + 1 
pue 1 saxy m.lIJOJ aqj ‘A??M sno!r\qo aq1 U! “Ns II! pappaquxa s! ~a~)e[ aq~ uaqm )eq) OS 
‘-1s x ‘+rs x ‘+‘s u! ‘-8s x “s x ‘s JO hppaqma aql a%ue~uy *sahye)uasaldaJ jaso:, V@J 
am {U} aq) put? I + s + .I %x!xy dnodqns aq) s! ‘-‘s x "s x's ‘(9~) dq paw3Sns Ns 
u! ‘s x ‘s x ‘s JO hppaqma aql lapun *,,uoumo~ u!,, ‘-‘s x ‘s x’s dnoBqns e ahaq 
‘-1s x ‘+Ss x ‘+‘s pm ‘s x ‘s x ‘s sdno.r% aql leql alou 01 lnJd[aq s! 11 *ZpODtiS2”C) 
= (“TP”~~)~~ uoyuyap aql JO uoyzwdJa)u! UIOJJ ‘asmoD JO ‘sas!m e]nmoJ aqJ 
.‘+Ns 3 (z +A ‘I) 
Icq suoye~sue~~ IqS!J puo lJa1 aql an3 (z + A ‘~)d pue (z + .4 ‘1)~ pue ‘1 Su!xy suoywnur 
-Jad oluo %wppaqwa aq) s! E ‘(I + A . . . I + s + r)(o)(~ + s + A * * * 1 + 1) = (D)“‘L alaqm 
‘I+N 
s -‘+NsT NsyyNs 
c+J’I)~ 
uoysoduro:, aql s! ‘Y! pue 
‘I+N 
s - ‘+NsT Ns+y-Ns 
(z+J’, )Y 
uoysodmo:, aq$ sj ‘z! m’+Ns + No 
sdem las u!elJaD an *Y!‘s;. I PU~(I+S+A=N) Ns~(~+s+~...I+s+~)=~~ alaqm 
(LZ) 
*,.,.$g@ = 23 pzyuaJag!p e sampu! Zp 
rs+sp+rz=p 
s”%AuI @ = @I)JV)&‘uI 
uo!lisodwoDap aql JO sma) UI ‘0 = ‘g ‘x t JJ :p = 0 ams 
(92) 
.[~xlxJ+F+J~( . . * pIxI+~+Q,,+~+‘Jq( . . . (Zx’+‘Jqj’xqqI * * * I’x’ty] 
uall!m aq AXIJ luamala pgdrC1 B aJaqm 
suo!le)uasaJdaJ 
Jo urns isanp B S’ ((y)“fl)a aloJaJaq1 pue ‘{Zx’x ‘Zx “X} s!seq e seq x ‘I ajdumxg 
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Example 2. In K = P[x], R has the basis {x, x2,. . . }. %‘(M,,(@) = @%,,, where 
%, = G,,$ );(d. )o 
is the space of elements which are linear combinations of elements of the form 
[MIX/. . . lM,,XJMq+IX2J.. . lM,,+,?x*I. f. 1. 
Again, 6, = 0, and one sees that a2 = @S$“, where 
Sy’: Inv%$,,-, @ @ Inv%C,lCi.i,. 
rkrli+j=k 
irj 
Here r(i,j)=( . . . . r;+l,..., rj+l,... ,rk-l,...) if i<j and 
1 
( r. + 2,. . . , rk - 1,. . . ). Let R, = rl+ . . . + r,-t, RI = 0, R= = xri. ***, I i=l 
Then the component 
is given by 
InvCe,,, + InV%r,i.j, 
(2% 
r(i, i) = 
(30) 
where rq = (Rk + 1 . . . Rk + q) E SRI and izc;,j, and i,(i,j): SR_ + &,+I are embeddings given 




iii S,~SR.+,-SR+,. DC 
Tij(a) = (Rj + 1 + . . Ri+j + l)a(Ri+j + 1 . . . Rj + I), Rpl is the embedding onto per- 
mutations fixing Ri + 1, and h(Ri + 1 Rj + 2) and p(Ri + 1 Rj + 2) are the left and right 
translations by (Ri + 1 Rj + 2). (If i = j, the only change is to write (Ti+ 2)(4+ 1) instead 
rk 
of (ri + l)Crj + ‘).I 
rk 
This example indicates what bookkeeping means in general. One must keep track 
of the components of s2 and the signs. The first problem becomes easier if K is 
assumed to be free of relations except possibly relations expressing graded com- 
mutativity; the second requires a choice of a normal form for writing down elements 
of %(M,(E)). We used in both examples the obvious forms requiring monomials of K 
to appear in order of increasing degree. 
We have yet to comment on the differential 6,. In view of 1.3(b) one would need to 
know S, explicitly only for the sake of determining the E2 term of the second spectral 
sequence. We will make no further comment here. 
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